


Introduction & Format
GENRE: animated sitcom, comedy, adventure, fantasy, educational 

TARGET AUDIENCE: preschool, 4–7 y.o. 
EPISODE LENGTH: 7 minutes 
NUMBER OF EPISODES: 52, 1st season  

TAGLINE: You make your own magic happen! 

LOGLINE: 
Yesenia and her best friend Blam the Teddy Bear run a magic shop in the town of 
Dreamville, where everybody can come for magical help. The residents of Dreamville always 
leave the shop thanking Yesenia, but actually, they set the stage for their own miracles, 
leaving behind in the shop whatever is keeping them from living life and making 
decisions. After all, the ability to change yourself is the truest form of magic. 
Yesenia and Blam never refuse to help anyone, but it often happens that they’re the ones 
who need help, since Yesenia’s still a kid and Blam’s an eccentric teddy bear.  



Meet the Characters

Anny Arthur Blam Yesenia Motya



Yesenia
Main Characters 

Age:  9 years old, a girl living independently.
Role in the cast of characters: leader. 
 
Yesenia is a chemist-style wizard. Her wizardry 
is alchemy plus empathy. Yesenia makes potions 
by mixing together all kinds of ingredients. For 
her magic to come out well, Yesenia needs to be 
very attentive and follow the recipe strictly as she 
mixes ingredients. But unfortunately, the young 
wizard loves to experiment, and she also just has 
a hard time sitting still long enough to do 
everything right, so her magic sometimes goes 
in an unexpected direction. 



Yesenia
Main Characters 



Blum the Teddy Bear
Main Characters 

Age: 5–6 years old.
Role in cast of characters: the best friend.

A toy bear brought to life, very reminiscent of a 
young boy learning about the world. Many 
aspects of his behavior can be interpreted as 
autism, but these traits don’t prevent him from 
having friends who love him and accept him as 
he is.  A savant. His unique memory works like 
Google: he can remember huge amounts of 
information and suggest the right solution to 
a problem.   



Blum the Teddy Bear
Main Characters 



Anny
Main Secondary Characters

Age: 10, a little older than Yesenia.
Role in the cast of characters: an antagonist, but 
in gentler, more childlike way.
 
A girl wizard who prefers to use magic exclusively for 
her own ends. Girls like her grow up to be real 
brigands and evil wizards. But Anya isn’t evil yet, 
and maybe she’ll never get that way. She is just 
a comically mischievous girl who deep down suffers 
from loneliness. Anya is the cause of many 
of Dreamville’s troubles. She often claims she was 
bewitched by an evil wizard, hence her whims and 
overall impatience.



Anny
Main Secondary Characters



Arthur
Main Secondary Characters

Age: 9 years old, the same age as Yesenia. 
Role in the cast of characters: the support, the 
loyal friend, always willing to support Yesenia in 
any adventure.

Yesenia’s loyal friend, loves sports, joins every 
sports team and club in Dreamville. He’s not afraid 
of hard work and he always achieves his goal. He 
keeps his word: a very reliable and devoted friend. 
The other side of that coin is that he’s too fond of 
winning and afraid of losing. So he competes with 
everyone and always needs to be the best. 



Arthur
Main Secondary Characters



Motya
Main Secondary Characters

Age: 12 years old.
Role in the cast of characters: the mother hen.
 
A mammoth poetess. A romantic with a huge 
heart. She loves everyone and always has a few 
kind words and a warm hug ready for anyone. She 
is given to abrupt mood swings: first she’s cheerful 
and full of energy, then she gets so down that she 
can’t do a thing. She’s kind to the point of 
foolishness, believes everyone, admires everyone, 
and refuses to see their negative aspects. Very 
overprotective. She worries about and tries to help 
everyone, even if they don’t ask her to.



Motya
Main Secondary Characters



Location



Location



Our team

GENERAL PRODUCER 

OLEG ROY 
CREATIVE PRODUCER 

DARIA DAVIDOVA

COPYRIGHT HOLDER  PRODUCTION 



Our team
OLEG ROY
Author and producer of the Yesenia’s Magic Shop.  
Contribution to the animation industry: 
Author and general producer of animation projects:  

•   JINGLEKIDS; 
•  TOMMY THE LITTLE DRAGON; 
•  SUPER MEOW   MULTICITY;  
•  YESENIYA’S MAGIC SHOP; 
• The author of the literary series FANTASY PATROL. 
• Member of the board RUSSIAN ANIMATED FILM ASSOCIATION.  

Contribution to literature: 
• 27 years of successful writing career; 
• Author of over 60 novels for an adult audience; 
• The leader of sales in the section of contemporary Russian 

literature for children; 
• The total circulation of sold children's literature (excluding 

electronic editions) is over 2.5 million copies.  



Production & Costs 
Costs 
1 episode: $75 000 
1 season (52 episodes): $3 900 000 
Production Schedule 

July 22 

11 

December 22 

23 

July 23 

37 52 

December 23 




